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Fuyakawa Tenshi

Fuyakawa Tenshi is a player character played by IQ.

Fuyakawa Tenshi

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja Female
Date of Birth: 35日 9月 YE 39
Organization: Zenjinkaze Fighting High School
Occupation: Student

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: Battlefield Education

Physical Description

Tenshi is a small, demure Nekovalkryja that stands at 4'9“ (144 cm). A rather short height, just adding to
her rather petite outlook. Tenshi has a small, almost flat chest and narrow hips, as well as a rather skinny
appearance. Often subject to mocking, which does miracles to tick her off. She simply doesn't have the
same curves most of her peers or superiors have. With a pale skin and long raven hair. This hair has two
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separate braids at each side of her neck. Starting roughly where her jawline ends. The hair on the left
side of her head is held back by silver hair clips similar to this fashion. Tenshi possesses quite a sharp
chin. Yet wide eyes and a petite nose. These eyes have an uncanny, almost radiant purple colour to
them. Possessing black furred Neko style ears, her hearing is quite on point.

Tenshi weighs around 101 lb (46 kg) and has a surprisingly swift step for her short stature. And while her
frame doesn't offer an abundance on muscle or opportunity to properly train those, she still is a
Nekovalkyrja and possesses innate strength. What her lithe frame allows her, though, is extreme agility.
The type of individual able to fold themselves in half and more.

Often seen in her uniform, one feature is key to her clothing choice. Tenshi has a set of long, pristine
white, silken gloves. Long enough to cover her elbows, and cut halfway up to her biceps. The four fingers
of these white gloves are cut off and are slightly padded on the top of her hands.

Personality

Tenshi is a calm and collected individual, though not necessarily cold and calculated. Plucked from class
for her charismatic and leading capabilities, she was originally the spokesperson and class president
before being transferred to Zenjinkaze. She is kind, gentle yet fun-loving. And by no means a saint. She
breaks rules and misbehaves, she's still a sapient being. And nature to these is that they err. It is her
swift uptake on atoning and hard working attitude that gives her a charming and charismatic demeanour.
She'd never once cause harm to someone that isn't an enemy intentionally. And will make sure she
atones for when she faults someone.

Her studied psyche offered up a more extreme variant, she hates making extremely important decisions
and with several written tests later, it was shown that she proved to be quite the capable leader due to
this. Whilst she hates these, she never takes them lightly and considers each aspect well. If she'd be
trained to think faster on the spot, Tenshi is bound to succeed.

Though one thing that manages to tick off the otherwise cold and collected Neko, is remarks about her
skinny stature, or her smaller bust. She'll most often respond brashly and dismissively. Going out of her
way to leave and avoid the people that teased her. It's a conversation killer for her.

In combat, Tenshi's most akin to a striker. She prefers her fists above bladed weaponry, able to deliver
swift, tremendous strikes in rapid bursts of movements. While some see her fighting style as hot headed,
the bone-shattering impact she has is honed by control and patience. After all; “I fear not the man who
has practiced 10,000 kicks once, but I fear the man who has practiced one kick 10,000 times.”

History

Fuyakawa Tenshi was born in YE 39, fresh out of the cloning batch, she never met any kind of parents or
caretakers. The officer training school became her home, where she excelled in battlefield tactics as well
as close quarters combat. She honed herself and her social interactions proved herself quite the
charismatic Nekovalkyrja fellow students looked to as an example. It wasn't long for people to take notice
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of the gifted Nekovalkryja, the ace student and the charismatic leader, who know both how to solve
problems with either the appropriate amount of words, or with the appropriate amount of force. A small
group rallied behind her, always seen as the spokesperson of a small group of individuals as the
responsible and mature individual she was. Needless to say, both her surprising physical capabilities and
her leading qualities drew the attention of some of the higher ups. And soon she had signed her own
transfer papers, making sure to keep contact with some of her friends still. But otherwise, deciding to
focus on getting the same position she used to have in her new school.

Skills Learned

Fuyakawa Tenshi has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Leadership: By far her favourite course, battlefield tactics was what she drove herself to specialize
in each and every day. Having almost perfect scores for the course, she is passionate about tactical
manouvres. To the extent that she gets extremely competitive in any kind of game that bears
semblance to chess. Tenshi is a charismatic individual and a proper public speaker, knowing what
to say in the right place at the right time. She is a character others tend to look up to, admire and
trust. Even more, she's someone to fall back on. Never once will she intentionally fault another. As
an ace student, Tenshi works hard and plays hard, despite her prefferance being with battlefield
tactics, she excelled in every single one of her theoretical courses.
Physical: Due to her lacking body mass and the general height, shape and build she has, Tenshi is
extremely agile, able to infiltrate in ducts or crawl through vents that would for others be
inaccessible. This agility offers an extremely light step as well. Able to easily have the drop on
people even when she's not trying.
Fighting: Well versed in CQC, as well as not being a terrible shot, Tenshi was raised with the
knowledge that she'll have to be able to fight.
Tetsu no Ken(Fighting): What is a lesser known, street-engineered fighting style, Tetsu no ken is
the art of delivering swift, yet devastating strikes in the right place. Focussing on both fist as well
as flat palm strikes, knees and swift kicks accompanied by quite a bit of acrobatics. Tenshi, having
taught herself as a practicioner of this style by watching various videos scattered across the net
and religiously training and imitating them. She prefers this style over others because it suits her
body type more than the other styles she's practised, as well as people barely expect such a
different style of fighting.

Social Connections

Tenshi is connected to:

No one highly important, she tends to hold contact with several friends and teachers from her
previous school before enrolling into Zenjinkaze.
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Inventory & Finance

White, fingercut, padded gloves
White shower Yukata
Black, short sleeved Kimono. Bearing purple orchids as a pattern.
Several sets of silver and copper hairpieces, dubbed Kenseikan.
Variously coloured and thematically appropriate undergarments, she seems to prefer purple,
though.
Assorted free time clothing, consisting of tees and shirts, as well as skirts and trousers.
Summer Seifuku.
Winter Seifuku.
Type 40 Exercise Uniform.
Swimsuit (one piece).
Identification/GS Card.
Starkwerk Touchcomputer with a civilian Kessaku OS and PANTHEON access connecting to
Tsubomi's server network.

Total Additions Subtractions Reason
100 GS Starting Funds

OOC Information

In the case iq becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Fuyakawa Tenshi
Character Owner IQ
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Plots Battlefield Education
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Unknown
SAOY Occupation Star Army Soldier
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